NURSE CALL
ACCESSORIES GUIDE

For over 25 years, Safety Systems Distribution Ltd
has worked across the UK and Ireland providing
care and safety solutions to care homes, hospitals,
charities and hospices.
We pride ourselves on utilising the latest
technology from renowned specialist manufacturers
to complement your nurse call system, enhancing
the level of care that you provide.
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Bed & Chair Exit Alarms
Our bed and chair exit alarms are designed to provide immediate alerts
when a client leaves their bed or chair in order to alert carers to possible
fall risks.

Works with bed and chair
sensor mats

Immediate or 2 second
delay available

Magnetic clip raises an alarm
when client moves away

Silent, soft or loud audio
levels can be selected

Silent mode available when
connected to call systems

Battery-powered with
optional mains PSU

They can work both as a stand-alone system or can be integrated with
most nurse call systems using a connector lead.
The controller is supplied with a wall-mounting bracket and hooks to
hang from the chair or bed frame.
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Part no. SSD-CHAIRMAT
Size: 375 (L) × 180 (W) mm

Part no. SSD-FALLALARM
Perfect for use in toilets, the Fall Alarm
Controller can be used stand-alone by
clipping the provided tag to the client’s
clothing to determine when
they move away.

Part no. SSD-BEDMAT
Size: 760 (L) × 390 (W) mm

Optional accessories

Mains PSU
Part no. SSD-PSU

Nurse Call Lead
Part no. SSD-LEAD

Double Adaptor
Part no. NP2DUAL

Part number

Description

SSD-BEDKIT

Fall Alarm Controller & Bed Sensor Mat

SSD-CHAIRKIT

Fall Alarm Controller & Chair Sensor Mat

SSD-BEDMAT

Bed Sensor Mat Only

SSD-CHAIRMAT

Chair Sensor Mat Only

SSD-FALLALARM

Fall Alarm Controller Only
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Intercall TIR4 Neck Pendant
Infrared neck pendant for the Intercall nurse
call system. Transmits to wall mounted call
points with built-in infrared receivers (e.g. L722,
L752, L753) or dedicated receivers mounted at
high level.
Includes an anti-ligature neck lanyard.
Part no: TIR4

Intercall Pear Push Leads
When a resident needs access to the call system while they are away from
their call point, these attractively styled pear leads are the perfect solution.
2m Lead - Part No. NP2
4m Lead - Part No. NP4

Intercall TIR4 Lanyard
Magnetic Reset Token
Designed to be carried by staff members so they
can reset magnetic nurse call points or door monitor
points, such as the Intercall L733.
Part no: MR1
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Replacement anti-ligature neck cord for
use with the TIR4 infrared pendant.
Part no: TIR4-CORD

Wiple Clean Pull Cord String
Replacement pull cord string and handles for use with
ceiling mounted pull cords. Simply replace the standard
fabric cord with this easy to clean plastic version.
Features a 3m length of wipe clean plastic cord and 2
plastic handles. Compatible with the majority of nurse
call systems including Intercall, eZone, Quantec and
TeleAlarm.
Part no: SSD-PCS

Easy Grip Pear Push Lead
Featuring a large, easy to grip handset these extra-large pear
leads are perfect for residents with limited dexterity.
The built-in reassurance indicator confirms the call has gone through and
the moulded jack plug prevents damage and improves lifespan.

Ceiling Pull Cord
Specifically developed to generate alarms from bathrooms, toilets and
en-suites. The unit is ceiling mounted and features a 3m floor length cord
terminated with two easy to pull handles. It also incorporates a reassurance
indicator, which flashes to confirm a call has been generated.

Also includes a clip fastener to attach to clothing or bed sheets.
Compatible with most nurse call systems, please specify when ordering.
2m Lead - Part No. SSD-P2
4m Lead - Part No. SSD-P4

Features a wipe clean, plastic pull cord string designed to help with
infection control. Can be easily cleaned to remove bacteria and improve
hygiene levels.
Can work either Normally Open or Normally Closed.
Part no: SSD-PC
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Heavy-Duty Floor Pressure Mat
Positioned alongside a bed or beside a doorway, our heavy-duty floor
sensor mat ensures that staff are notified when a client attempts to gain
access to a restricted location or has simply left their bed and is at risk of
falling.
The extra-large size means a greater surface area is covered and helps to
reduce the chances the client can step over it or otherwise avoid making
contact.

Can be folded into 3 for
easy storage

Extra-large size covers
a larger surface area

Manufactured from tough
and durable PVC

Features natural, nonslip properties

Water-resistant and can be
wiped clean

Suitable for placing onto
a wide variety of surfaces

The tri-fold mat is specially designed in such a way to facilitate shipping
and storage and is compatible with multiple nurse call systems such as
Intercall, TeleAlarm, eZone and Quantec.

600mm

1200mm

Part no: SSD-PM2
Includes a 3.5m cord terminated with a
moulded jack plug for greater durability.
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Dimensions: 1200 (L) x 600 (W) mm
Weight: 2.2 Kg

When not in use, the mat can be folded to just a third
of its original size without causing any damage; perfect
for storage.

The floor mat is made from tough and durable PVC
and features natural, non-slip properties with a wipe
clean water-resistant surface.
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Extension Lead
Extend the range of your accessories with our nurse call
extension lead.

Pillow / Clothing Clip

One end plugs into the call point and the chosen accessory
is plugged into the other, increasing the distance at which it
can be used. Perfect for larger bedrooms or communal
areas. Compatible with multiple nurse call systems.

Replacement pillow clip for use with the Intercall
and eZone range of pear leads.

3m Extension Lead - Part no: EXT3
6m Extension Lead - Part no: EXT6

Can be clipped onto clothing, pillows or bedsheets to ensure
the pear lead is easily accessible by the client at all times.
Part no: NPCLIP

Pillow Switch
Designed to be attached to a client’s pillow, the soft activation switch can generate a
call by gently pressing the cheek or head against the foam pad. Perfect for clients
who are unable to use conventional call aids such as buttons and pendants.
Includes both Velcro and safety pin attachments for fixing to a pillow or wheelchair
pad and features a removable and washable cover.
Activation area: 80mm
Activation force: 180g
Part no: PSWITCH

Dual Adaptor
Allows for 2 items to be plugged into the nurse call system at once.
Plug the adaptor into the call point and connect both of your accessories to
the sockets on the other end. Comes with a 2m lead.
Compatible with multiple nurse call systems including Intercall and Quantec.
Part no: NP2DUAL
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Anti-ligature Pull Cord String
This smooth vinyl cord features punched holes every
15cm that break apart when pulled with a force
greater than 13Kg ± 1Kg, making it ideal for use in
high-risk environments such as psychiatric hospitals.
Each cord is supplied as a ready-to-fit product, and
includes a 3m length of anti-ligature ribbon and 2
easy-to-grip handles.

Jack Socket Nut
Replacement locking nut found on the front of nurse call
points. Should one go missing, simply screw this onto the front
of the call point to hold the jack socket in place. Available for
the Intercall and Quantec nurse call systems.

Part no: ANTILIG

Intercall - Part no: JACKNUT
Quantec - Part no: JACKNUT-QUANTEC

Fall Sensor Watch
The fall sensor watch is the new generation of
wrist-worn automatic fall detectors.

Enuresis Bedwetting Sensor
Detects the first signs of bedwetting and raises an alarm either locally in the
room or via the nurse call system so that staff can respond.

The enhanced reliability and the new design
protects vulnerable people of any age. It can be
used with care phones or can send a signal to the
nurse call system, and will automatically call for
help when a fall is detected or when the manual
activation button is pressed.
Part no: FALLWATCH

As the wipe-clean sensor is installed underneath the sheet, there is no contact
with the resident and nothing to disturb them while they sleep.
Part no: ENURESIS
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Alphanumeric Staff Pager
Cost effective and easy-to-use, the EZ-2028 alphanumeric pager is
perfect for use in hospitals, care homes and sheltered housing
accomodation. It includes a number of versatile and indispensable
features all wrapped in a robust, durable casing.
A wrap-around holster protects the LCD screen from wear and tear and
a superior mechanical design protects the pager from impact damage.
The EZ-2028 also features a vibrate failsafe mode that automatically
upgrades to audible alarm tones after a pre-set amount of time. It can
also be zoned to individual wings or floors where required.

Portable, easy to use
staff pager

Specially designed, durable
casing

2 or 4 line alphanumeric
display

Priority overrides for
critical alerts

Over 2000 hours battery life
depending on use

Multiple melodies to
choose from

The EZ-2028 pager is the perfect solution to remove noise from nurse call
systems. Program standard calls to vibrate only with an automatic audible
escalation if they go unanswered. Emergency calls can sound immediately as
default.

Replacement parts

Part no: EZ-2028
The EZ-2028 alphanumeric pager is supplied with a protective case designed to be
worn on the belt, a bungee cord with clothing clip and 1 × AAA battery.
Dimensions: 80.5 (L) x 54.5 (W) x 19.2 (H) mm
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Belt Holster

Bungee Cord

Battery Cover

Part number

Description

EZ-2028

Alphanumeric Staff Pager

EZ-2028-HOLS

Replacement Belt Holster

EZ-2028-BUNG

Replacement Bungee Cord

EZ-2028-COV

Replacement Battery Cover
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Emﬁt Tonic-Clonic Seizure Monitor
The Emfit Tonic-Clonic Seizure Monitor is designed to detect seizures
while the client is in bed and trigger a notification.
The system can detect even the slightest of movements, making it
suitable for use by anyone - including young children and the elderly.
The seizure monitor consists of a film-like bed sensor and a control unit.
Placed underneath the mattress, the sensor mat detects the movements
of the person lying above it, including micromovements caused by
breathing and heart beating. When the system detects a seizure, the
control unit begins to alarm.

Verified by the Feinberg
School of Medicine

Bed exit function detects
when a client leaves their bed

Adjustable sensitivity with
no age or weight limits

Can be connected to nurse
call systems and staff pagers

Quick and easy to set up
with no engineer required

2-year return to base warranty
for peace of mind

The Emfit Tonic-Clonic Seizure Monitor is available in the following configurations:
OPTION 1

Emfit Tonic-Clonic Basic
This system is used stand-alone and the
alarm is raised locally in the client’s room.

OPTION 2

Emfit Tonic-Clonic with Pager
This system sends an alarm to a pager
worn on the carers’ belts within a 50m
range of the client.

OPTION 3

Emfit Tonic-Clonic for Nurse Call
Control Unit
Dimensions: 127 (L) x 96 (W) x 34 (H) mm
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This system connects to a call system in a
care home, hospital or hospice so that the
alarm is transmitted around the building.

Sensitive Under Mattress Sensor

Optional Bed Exit Alarm

The sensor mat is installed discreetly underneath
the mattress. The user does not feel it and the
contact-free setup increases its lifespan without
the need for regular replacements.

The Emfit monitor also includes an optional bed
exit function. Should a user leave their bed and
not return within a pre-set amount of time, an
alarm will be raised.

Mat dimensions: 580 (L) x 430 (W) mm

The sensor mat is intalled underneath the
mattress so the user does not see or feel it

Optional PSU:
Part number

Description

EM-1090/4060

Emfit Tonic-Clonic Basic

EM-TC-WP

Emfit Tonic-Clonic with Pager

EM-TC-NC

Emfit Tonic-Clonic with Nurse Call Lead

EMFIT5V

Emfit Mains Power Supply
Ideal for clients with regular
seizures or where battery use
is impractical
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Press Pad Switch
Press Pads are pressure-activated membrane switches designed for
residents who struggle to exert force or manipulate objects in a way that
prevents them from using conventional call aids.
Even the slightest touch, whether directly from above or at a shallow
angle, will generate a call. This makes them ideal for residents who
struggle to hold call leads or who find it difficult to press buttons.
Just 3mm thick, yet rigid and durable, the Press Pad can be positioned
on a multitude of surfaces including the bedside table or mattress so it is
close by at all times.

Requires very little force to
generate a call

Designed to withstand
rough usage

Perfect for clients who can’t
grip call leads and pendant

Compatible with multiple
brands of nurse call

The Press Pad has an activation area of 110mm × 150mm (approx. 4” × 6”) and is supplied
with a 4m lead for connection to multiple brands of nurse call system.
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Part no: PRESSPAD
Pad activation area: 110mm × 150mm
Activation force: 35g
Pad thickness: 3mm
Cable length: 4m
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Wireless PIR Sensor
The wireless PIR uses infrared detection technology to help carers
reduce the risk of falls. This monitor can be mounted on a door or by the
bedside to trigger an alert when a person breaks the infrared beam.
The device works by emitting a harmless infrared signal which alerts the
caregiver when the beam is broken. The alert can be raised as a local
alarm in the client’s room or by connecting the PIR to the nurse call
system so the alarm is transmitted around the building.
This simple-to-use monitor comes with a metal fixing bracket for easy
mounting to the bed frame or door, a 2m nurse call connection cable and
1 × 9V battery. Optional mains PSU also available.

Wireless system can be
installed anywhere

Perfect for clients unable to
use traditional sensor mats

Can be fixed to the bed
using the included bracket

Can also be connected to the
nurse call system

Wireless PIR monitor are typically used in care homes and medical facilities to alert a caregiver
when a client attempts to leave their bed and is at risk of falling or when they pass into a
restricted area, such as a client leaving their bedroom and potentially wandering away.

The mounting bracket allows the
PIR to be fixed to the bed or door
frame to monitor any movement.

The PIR features a low battery
indicator and comes with two
different alarm tones.

Can be quickly moved between
rooms or locations depending on
the specific client needs.

Part no: FS-PIR
Optional mains power supply: FS-PSU
The PIR is supplied with a nurse call
connection lead so it can be connected
to the call system.
Alternatively, it can be used stand-alone
and the alarm will sound in the room.
Includes 1 x 9V battery.
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Other products you may be interested in...

C-TEC Quantec / 800 Series Pear Leads
Made for use with the Quantec and 800 Series call systems. Allows
users to remotely generate calls from armchairs or beds, minimising
the need for them to stand up and move around.
2m Lead - Part No. NC805C/6
4m Lead - Part No. NC805C/14

SAS Network II Pear Leads
Designed to plug into the SAS range of nurse call units. It
comes equipped with a sturdy 2.5m lead with moulded jack
plug and large orange press button.
2.5m Lead - Part No. NET206
2.5m Extension - Part No. NET-EXT

Courtney Thorne Economy+ Neck Pendant
This lightweight pendant comes with an anti-ligature neck lanyard
ensuring wearer safety and is easily re-programmed, making it
perfect for high turnover facilities.
Part No. 22089

Guardian Staff Attack Fob
Medicare Radio Pendant
With an easy-to-push button and built in reset, the neck
pendant is ideal for vulnerable residents or those who enjoy
mobility. Designed to provide an easy-to-operate tactile feel
and features a luminescent label for easy location in the dark.
Part No. HTM6002
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Personal activation devices are worn by all members of
staff that require protection, allowing them to call for
assistance when required.
IR Only - Part No. STC5
IR/RF - Part No. STC8

Did you know we offer maintenance contracts?
Maintenance contract packages are available for nurse call systems, access control systems, fire alarms, emergency lighting and
more. We also offer 24-hour emergency cover via our out-of-hours paging service.
We employ skilled, experienced personnel to carry out maintenance work with minimum disruption to an operational environment.
If you are currently in need of someone to maintain your systems, or you are simply looking around to find a better deal, please
contact us. Systems we cover include:

▪Nurse call ▪Staff attack ▪Fire Alarm ▪Emergency Lighting ▪Access control/door entry ▪Disabled refuge

Beneﬁts of taking out a maintenance proposal with us:

▪Inspections to fully certify each system
▪Reduced callout and labour rates
▪Reduced engineer response times
▪Remote responses where applicable to negate callout charges
▪Out-of-hours service
▪24/7 technical support
▪Discounted replacement parts and accessories
E-mail us at support@safetysystemsdistribution.co.uk for a free quote!
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Safety Systems Distribution Ltd
Unit 11B Hobson Industrial Estate
Burnopfield, Newcastle Upon Tyne
NE16 6EA
United Kingdom

01207 272 200
sales@safetysystemsdistribution.co.uk
www.safetysystemsdistribution.co.uk

